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n the animal world migration is a
key to survival. In the rail shipping
commodity world getting the
largest amount of a commodity
moved safely for lowest overall cost is the
driver of migration from one car type to
another.
On the general freight car side we have
seen a constant migration of
commodities from cars with gross rail
loads (GRL) of 220K to 263K to 286K and
Plate B boxcars to larger sized Plate C
then to Plate E and F cars. The migration
of utility coal from 263K GRL cars to
286K GRL is likely higher than 95%
complete. The switch from the AAR
Type C113 (popularly known as the 4750)
to whole grain sized C114 Covered
Hoppers is just under 50% complete.
New whole grain sized cars in the 5150 to
5400 cubic foot size are in current
production. Building some order of
magnitude of grain sized covered
hoppers is a very safe bet even on
speculation as the youngest of the 263K
GRL C113’s of the 1980’s are in or
approaching their mid 30’s. High cost of
repair or use in terminal use
commodities like salt will keep the yearly
attrition rate high for the foreseeable
future. Small cube covered hoppers
driven by Frac sand needs has seen a
huge migration from the old 263K GRL
C111 and C112 car types to the C112 of 286K
GRL which is currently at over 80%
complete.
Until recently not many people in the rail
leasing and rail finance industry knew
beans about tank cars. Today just about
anyone currently active in rail equipment

leasing and finance knows what packing
group 1 & 2 are. They can talk about DOT
proposed rulemaking requirements, shell
thickness, head shields, and self-closing
safety valves to name a few. The profit
potential related to push for oil
independence and crude oil by rail as the
creator of surge in demand along with
accident driven Government regulations
has been an excellent motivator to get
educated. The drop in oil prices has added
to the educational requirements of this
course.
In looking at opportunities for future car
investments specifically in tank cars, one
might look at the migration of
nonhazardous commodities from one tank
car type of a lower gross rail load capacity
to the next higher capacity car of 286K
GRL. The reference to not knowing beans
about tank cars was a segue to soybeans.
Soybeans are a great large volume whole
grain item that railroaders like as it moves
multiple times on rail both in whole form
and as oil. It moves in covered hoppers to
processing facilities that press out the oil.
For many years soybean oil has moved in
the T107 type tank cars of 263K GRL. A no
brainer migration is to move soybean and
other similar oils into a T108 nonhazardous
version of the tank car that all of the big
builders have been building in large
quantities for crude. As a nonhazardous
commodity, the tank shell can be thinner
allowing gallon per car maximization as
well as less additional specialty additions.
These tank cars can be built as follow on
orders to the crude oil tanks. What kind of
potential numbers are we talking about?
(Continued on page 2)
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Look at the chart below that shows the soybean oil
carried over time in the T107 and T108 to see the
potential.

Staying ahead of the rail equipment investment crowd
takes a bit of effort. Forward thinking people do their
research and look for opportunities before the world
finds out about them. Biggs mines the data, does the
research and looks for opportunities in the rail
equipment space. Biggs can do that for you?

